
5 bedroom Villa for sale in Javea (Tosalet)
Ref: 688098

995,000
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Particulars
5 bedrooms
4 bathrooms
329 m2 build
2090 m2 plot

Property Description
SOLD - We present this absolutely beautiful 5 bedroom and 4 bathroom villa boasting Mediterranean
architecture for sale in the exclusive and highly sought after address of El Tosalet in Javea. Set within
stunning gardens, a 15m x 4m swimming pool, and within walking distance to the sandy Arenal beach.

The property with main living area, situated all on one level has an impressive double wooden door
leading into a generous and very light living and dining room, each area with its own space. The
comfortable lounge is articulated around a central fireplace and an open archway leading to a large
dining room. The room features large arched windows with doors leading directly outside onto a
fabulous L shaped Tosca stone arched naya.
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The dining room leads to a well equipped separate kitchen and a large pantry. There is also an exterior
door leading to an internal open patio dining area, the perfect place for al fresco breakfast dining.
There is also access to the garage and parking area.

There are 4 double bedrooms with fitted wardrobes and air conditioning and 3 bathrooms. A very large
master suite with dressing room.

Furthermore on the basement level, which is accessed externally via the garden, we find a separate
apartment/games room/study consisting of a large all-in-one room with kitchenette/bar and separate
bathroom offering a versatile and functional space.

East and south orientation, ideal for year round living, you can really enjoy the most magnificent
Mediterranean gardens with abundant plants,...
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